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A Reporting and Planning System
For a Wood Products Operation

By Charles W. Andrus

INTRODUCTION
The forest products industry, particularly lum-

ber and plywood, is a mature one. Basic manufac-
turing processes have not changed radically in
recent decades. Rather, there has been gradual
growth in efficiency through equipment and proc-
ess modification. Efficiency gains are evident in
greater manpower productivity and more output
per unit of raw material. The driving force for recov-
ery improvement has been a steep escalation of log
costs, especially over the last decade. The follow-
ing graph of historical stumpage prices reveals the
intensity of the log cost escalationa virtual
explosion.
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In the same decade, labor costs in the industry
rose by around 150%. The result: a significant
change in the ratio of raw material to total cost. The
trend has focused greater attention on collection
and reporting of recovery information. With heavier
investment required to keep up with gains in tech-
nology has come a greater stress on utilization of
facilities and measurement of their use.

Add to these specific industry trends the grow-
ing complexities and uncertainties of the general
business climate. One can appreciate that flexible,

innovative approaches to reporting and planning
now are even more critical to successful manage-
ment of these businesses.

The system described in this monograph repre-
sents somewhat of a composite of the better fea-
tures of the systems the writer has become familiar
with in his career. It is definitely not recommended
as a uniform system forthe industry. Reporting and
planning must always be adapted to the manage-
ment objectives and style of each company.

OPERATION REPORTING
It is nearly self-evident but sometimes over-

looked: The main purpose of reporting operational
results is to help managers make better decisions.
To do this, the reporting structure should focus
managers' attention on changes in key variables.
"Key variables" are those relatively few operation
measurements which tend to be prime determiners
and indicators of change in earnings. In basic
lumber and plywood operations, the key variables
are.

Key Variables
Volume

Log Cost
Recovery

Productivity
Average Realization

Product Mix

The appendix includes a discussion of each.
Historical operation reports will vary in detail

according to the particular management style and
emphasis of each company. Wood Products con-
cerns commonly prepare reports of operational
results, including earnings, on a monthly basis.
Weekly or even daily reports of key statistical data
also are typical. Following are examples of month-
ly reports which address the key variables referred
to above. Most of the hypothetical reports in this
monograph are for lumber operations. Except as
indicated, the formats are easily adaptable to ply-
wood operations.



Income Statement
The monthly Income or Profit and Loss state-

ment distills the month's performance (productivi-
ty, recovery, product mix, etc.) into a single, bottom-
line measure: profit. Additionally, it provides unit
values to aid in evaluating the major revenue and
cost components. Unit values on this and subse-
quent reports may be carried out to dollars and
cents if desired. Accompanying statistics related
to key variables are common. In the example (Ex-
hibit 1) a direct costing approach is followed. That
is, variable and fixed costs are grouped separately
with a variable margin struck before fixed costs.
This method of presentation has many advantages:
(1) It separates the more controllable cost corn p0-

nents from those less controllable, and (2) it allows
easy computation of the profit effect of volume
changes.

Notice in the example that revenues obtained
from residuals (chips, shavings, etc.) are treated as
a reduction of log cost. It can be argued that in
recent years chips have become more of a joint-
prod uct than a by-product and that, therefore, rev-
enues should be shown as a category of sales
rather than as a reduction of log costs. The argu-
ment has merit. Whatever method is chosen, it
seems preferable to report all residuals in the same
manner.

This and subsequent sample statements, for
the sake of brevity, show only monthly figures. In
most cases, year-to-date results in the same detail
would be reported as well.

Department Cost Statement
Exhibit 2 is a statement detailing the variable

and fixed costs summarized on the Income State-
ment. Appropriate volume divisors are shown for
each line of variable cost but not for fixed costs. (If
costs don't vary with volume, why show unit val-
ues?) This statement is designed for use by the mill
superintendent and higher executives. Individual
department supervisors normally are provided with
monthly reports of results for their departments
only. The detail would be similar to that of the Cost
by Natural Class Statement. (See Exhibit 4)

Exhibit 3 illustrates a Department Cost State-
ment for plywood. It deals with the departments
and inventories peculiar to that product line.

Costs by Natural Class
Many managers find a summary of total mill

variable manufacturing and shipping costs to be
useful. (Exhibit 4) Such a summary can flag a cost
variance not visible in the department cost state-
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ment: for instance, a jump in cost of natural gas. It
also furnishes a base for quickly estimating the
total plant impact of possible wage or supply cost
changes.

Trend Analysis
Trending of key variables allows managers to

step back and view their operations in an historical
context. Such a look can reveal areas of weakness
to shore up, or strengths to exploit, that may not be
apparent in shorter term reports. Exhibit 5 is an
example of a Trend Analysis designed for such a
purpose.

Sales Analysis
The important question, how close did we come

to producing and selling the planned mix of prod-
ucts? can be answered by a regular sales analysis
report (Exhibit 6). Both month- and year-to-date
figures are helpful. For dimension sawmills, prod-
uct categories could be lumber grades by width
groupings by species. Other mills will have product
categories unique to their specialties. Categories
should be logical groupings of product items with
somewhat comparable values. Ten to 15 catego-
ries generally are sufficient for this purpose.

Variance Analysis
Profit variance analysis is a tool long accepted

by financially oriented managers. However, in the
writer's experience its acceptance among operat-
ing management has been slow in coming. This
may have been due to inadequate explanation of
the technique by accountants, use of unfamiliar
terms, or perhaps because of a text-book aura
about the subject. Also, accountants at times prob-
ably have gone into more detail than is warranted by
what is essentially a high level tool. Nevertheless,
variance analysis, used wisely, has proven to be a
helpful device in comparing two sets of results
actual to actual, actual to plan, or plan to plan.

The technique's validity depends on an ade-
quate segregation of variable and fixed cost com-
ponents. The broad variances commonly isolated
are:

Sales Volume Variance
Sales Price and Mix Variance
Operating Cost Variance
All Other Variances

Further analysis of some of the above catego-
ries frequently is desirable. For instance, the im-
pact of product price can be separated from the
product mix effect if product categories are recog-



XYZ LUMBER Co.
INCOME STATEMENT

MONTH OF JUNE 1981

EXHIBIT 1

MONTH
$ (000's) $/MBF

ACTUAL PLAN ACTUAL PLAN

Lumber Sales - Net 1597 1593 200 207

Variable Costs:
Logs 1114 1160 138 145
Less: Residuals ( 429) ( 472) ( 53) ( 59)

Net Log Cost 685 688 85 86

Wage Labor 445 456 55 57
Supplies & Expense 208 216 26 27
Total Variable Mfg. Cost 653 672 81 84

Purchased Lumber 21 42 205 210
Plus: Beginning Lumber Inventory 1330 1298 175 173
Less: Ending Lumber Inventory (1388) (1384) ( 178) ( 173)
Shipping 25 27 3 3

Net Var. Cost of Sales 1326 1343 166 174

Variable Margin 271 250 34 33

Fixed Costs 133 130 17 17

Operating Profit (Loss) 138 120 17 16

Other Income & (Expense) 5 ( 3) 1 ( 1)

Pretax Earnings (Loss) 143 117 18 15

ACTUAL PLAN

STATISTICS:
Lumber Produced - MMBF 8.1 8.0
Inventories - MMBF:

Beginning 7.6 7.5
Ending 7.8 8.0

Purchases - MMBF .1 .2

Lumber Sales - MMBF 8.0 7.7
Overrun Percentage 90 87
Log Usage MMBM 4.26 4.28
Log Cost/MBM Scribner 261 271
Production (MBF)/Day 368 364
Production (MBF)/Manhour .225 .234
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XYZ LUMBER CO. EXHIBIT 2
DEPARTMENT COST STATEMENT

MONTH OF JUNE 1981

MONTH
ACTUAL PLAN
AMOUNT $ PER $ PER

VOLUME $(000's) UNIT UNIT

VARIABLE COSTS
Gross Log Cost (MBM) 4266 1114 261 271
Less: Chips (BDU) 3948 378 96 95

Sawdust & Shavings (BDU) 2445 42 17 17
Bark (Units) 1085 9 8 8

Net Log Cost (MBF) 8105 685 85 86

Variable Mfg. Cost (MBF):
Log Handling & Storage 8105 55 7 7

Log Processing 8105 71 9 10
Sawmill 8105 334 41 43
Dry Kiln 6432 71 11 10
Planer 5568 106 19 18
Yard 8105 16 2 2

Total Variable Mfg. 8105 653 81 84
Shipping 8005 25 3 3

Total Variable Costs 8105 1363 169 173

AMOUNT $(000's)
ACTUAL PLAN

FIXED COSTS
Plant Salaries 35 34
Depreciation 42 42
Taxes 15 15
Insurance 4 3

Administrative 23 21
Selling 9 8

Other 5 7

Total Fixed Costs 133 130

ACTUAL PLAN

STATISTICS
Operating Days 22 22
Shifts/Day 2 2

Chip Units/M' Logs .93 .98
Overrun Percentage 90 87

Note: Displaying only costs on this statement does not imply
denying the mill superintendent information on sales and
income. Certainly he has an opportunity to affect profits

4 through product emphasis as well as through cost control.



XYZ PLYWOOD CO. EXHIBIT 3
DEPARTMENT COST STATEMENT

OF JUNE 1981

MONTH
ACTUAL PLAN

$/MSF $/MSF
VOLUME $(000s) 3/8 3/8

VARIABLE COSTS
Log Cost (MBM) 4869 949 195 197
Less: Cores (MBM) ( 850) ( 166) 195 197

Chips (BDU) 3100 ( 170) 55 52

Net Logs Used (MBM) 4019 613 153 155
Net Logs Used (MSF3/8) 10531 58 59

Variable Mfg. Cost:
Log Handling & Barking (MBM) 4869 24 5 4

Block Sawing 4869 29 6 6

Block Hdlg. & Steaming 4869 58 12 11

Green Veneer Mfg. (MSF3/8) 10531 210 20 21

Green Veneer Purchases 826 66 80 75

Beginning Green Veneer Inv. 1527 130 85 86
Ending Green Veneer mv. ( 1042) ( 91) ( 87) C 86)

Less Green Veneer Sales ( 222) ( 19) ( 85) ( 86)

COST TO DRY VENEER 11620 1020 88 86

Veneer Drying 11620 209 18 17

Veneer Processing 11620 93 8 8

Dry Veneer Purchases
Beginning Dry Veneer mv. 649 75 115 114
Ending Dry Veneer Inv. ( 819) C 93) ( 114) C 114)
Less: Dry Veneer Sales ( 530) ( 64) C 120) C 115)

COST TO PANELS 10920 1240 114 113

Panel

Mfg. 10920 76 7 8

Glue 10920 98 9 9

Panel Trimming 10920 33 3 2

Panel Finishing 10920 22 2 2

TOTAL PANEL COST 10920 1469 135 134

Plywood Purchases 1019 131 129 130
Less: Internal Use Plywood ( 199) ( 26) C 132) C 128)
Beginning Panel mv. 1527 205 134 134
Ending Panel mv. ( 1248) C 168) ( 135) ( 134)
Shipping & Warehouse 12019 24 2 2

TOTAL COST OF SALES 12019 1635 136 135

AMOUNT $(000s)
ACTUAL PLAN

FIXED COSTS
Plant Salaries 715 680
Depreciation 650 661
Taxes 181 205
Insurance 54 47
Administrative 110 112
Selling 25 24

Other 41 32

Total Fixed Costs 1776 1761

STATISTICS
Operating Days 250 252
Shifts/Day 3 3

Chip Units/M'Logs .45 .47
Net Recovery Ratio 2.62 2.58
MSF/Day 421 419
MSF/Man Hour .250 .248
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XYZ LUMBER CO.
VARIABLE MANUFACTURING AND SHIPPING COSTS

BY NATURAL CLASS
MONTH OF JUNE 1981

WAGE LABOR
Operating Labor - ST
Operating Labor - OT
Maintenance Labor - ST
Maintenance Labor - OT

Total Wages

SUPPLIES & EXPENSE
Repair Materials
Saw & Filing Supplies
Knives
Conveyor Chain and Belts
Kiln Stickers
Fuel and Lubricants
Tires and Batteries
Paper Wrap
Strapping
Dunnage
Electricity
Natural Gas and Fuel Oil
Miscellaneous Supplies and Expense

Total Supplies and Expense

Total Variable Mfg. and Shipping

Net Lumber Produced MBF:
Actual 8105
Plan 8032

EXHIBIT 4

MONTH
ACTUAL PLAN
$(000s) $/MBF $/MBF

356 44 46
16 2 2

79 10 10
9 1

460 57 59

70 9 8

7 1 1

3 - -
2 - -

9 1 1

20 3 4

15 2 2

7 1 1

3 - -
2 - -

44 5 7

22 3 3

14 2 2

218 27 29

678 84 88



XYZ LUMBER CO. EXHIBIT 5
TREND ANALYSIS

Var
Pretax Lumber Lumber Log Over- Mfg. Fixed

Earnings Volume-MMBF Sales Cost Run Cost Cost Oper

$(000's) Prod Sales $/MBF $/MBM % $/MBF $(l00's) Days

1975 248 76.3 77.4 127 143 61 49 881 251

1976 572 83.8 85.0 152 159 68 55 944 253

1977 1176 91.7 93.2 189 175 67 61 1049 265

1978 1355 90.5 91.6 201 197 72 65 1151 258

1979 1852 105.0 103.5 212 235 84 72 1275 267

1980 785 88.1 90.2 178 257 86 78 1412 250

1981
JAN. 82 5.9 6.5 178 255 87 80 125 19

FEB. 95 6.2 6.2 182 261 89 79 127 18

MAR. 110 8.4 8.0 187 257 88 78 132 22

APR. 148 7.4 7.8 205 269 91 82 129 20

MAY 121 8.3 7.9 196 272 89 84 134 23

JUNE 143 8.1 8.0 200 261 90 81 133 22

-J

Prod. (MBF)
Shifts Per
Per Per Man-
Day Hour

1.7 304 1.78
2.0 331 1.87
2.0 346 1.94
2.0 350 1.98
2.0 393 2.17
1.9 352 2.11

1.8 311 1.92
2.0 344 2.10
2.0 381 .229
2.0 370 .220
2.0 361 .216
2.0 368 .225



XYZ LUMBER CO. EXHIBIT 6
SALES ANALYSIS

MONTH OF IJUNE 1981

MONTH
ACTUAL % of VOLUME $/MBF
MBF ACTUAL PLAN ACTUAL PLAN

PRODUCT CATEGORY

1. 120 1.5 1.0 251 260
2. 416 5.2 5.5 318 325
3. 240 3.0 2.8 275 270
4. 56 .7 .5 240 255
5. 3600 45.0 43.5 225 230
6. 640 8.0 9.5 246 245
7. 1256 15.7 14.8 172 180
8. 200 2.5 3.7 125 125
9. 952 11.9 10.5 84 95

10. 525 6.5 8.2 149 160

Total Gross Sales 8005 100.0 100.0 201 208

ACTUAL ACTUAL $/MBF
MBF $(000's) ACTUAL PLAN

Gross Sales 1608 200.87 208.15
(Over)/Underweights 16 2.05 2.00
Cash Discounts ( 22) ( 2.75) ( 2.50)
Returns and Allowances ( 5) ( .65) ( .50)

Net Sales 8005 1597 199.50 207.15

Plan Sales Volume 7700



nized. Operating cost, an aggregation of many
components, practically demands finer analysis.
The following possibilities are common, although
by no means exhaustive.

Operating Cost
Sub-Variances

Gross Log Cost
Overrun
Residual Credits
Wage Labor
Supplies and Expense
Fixed Costs

Additionally, the wage labor variance could be
separated between spending and productivity. Ex-
perience indicates that the accountant should ex-
ercise restraint in the amount of detail routinely
offered through variance analysis. He would do
well to provide only what is needed to satisfactorily
answer the manager's questions (explicit or im-
plied) about operating results.

The mechanics of variance analysis are illustrat-
ed in an Appendix.

FORECASTING CONCEPTS
There was a time, not so many years ago, that

operational planning consisted mainly of an annu-
al budget or plan, usually in considerable detail.
Controllers compared actual to budgeted results
monthly and attempted to interpret, for operating
managers, the significance of the differences. Even
in years of relatively stable prices and costs, the
variances tended to become less meaningful as
the year passed. After mid-year, comparison to a
plan prepared at least nine months previously be-
came increasingly suspect. Toward year-end the
plan rarely fit existing operating strategies and
price levels.

Quarterly Plan
The growing volatility of product prices and the

inflation of log and labor costs over the past dec-
ade or so has emphasized the need for updating
operating plans more often than yearly. One solu-
tion is the quarterly rolling forecast or plan. Under
this concept, the first plan of the year is considered
the annual plan. The second plan follows the first
by three months. It is in about the same detail as
the first plan but requires somewhat less time to
prepare, since some of the supporting details, upon
review, may not have to be changed. A third and
fourth update of the plan follow at quarterly intervals.

In the system described here, actual results are
substituted for plan data as the year progresses.
All four quarters of the first plan are composed of
forecasted data. In the second plan, the first quar-
ter is a combination of one or two months actual
results. The balance of the year is reforecasted.

1st Plan (Annual PIan
2nd Plan
3rd Plan
4th Plan
A Actual, F Forecast

Quarterly Plan

1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr.

F F F F
A/F F F F
A A/F F F
A A A/F F

Each current plan, then, consists of the same
12-month period but contains progressively more
actual and less forecasted data. Comparisons tend
to be drawn on total year results - current plan to
previous plan, except for the first plan, which is
compared to the latest view of the previous year's
actual results. In plan-to-plan comparisons, sub-
stitution of actual for forecasted data becomes a
part of the explanation of the total year difference.

A subsequent section of this report deals with
how the current plan is developed and presented.

Short-Term Forecasts
For a number of compelling reasons, managers

in recent years have evidenced an increasing de-
sire to see operating results at shorter intervals.
Not content to wait until the accountant completes
his monthly closing and issues neatly prepared
operating statements a week or two after the fact,
managers rightly insist on previews of those re-
sults. One vehicle to accomplish this is a mid-
month earnings forecast. Commonly developed by
the field controller, the forecast is based on actual
month-to-date operating statistics plus a better
view of the balance of the month than was availa-
bleforthe prior forecast. The mid-month forecast is
used not only to predict earnings for the month, but
also to point up soft areas where corrective man-
agement action can still influence the month's
resu Its.

Another successful attempt to get a jump on
the final, published operating results is a first day
profit estimate. With most of the monthly statistics
at hand, although not fully processed, the field
controller generally is able to predict earnings for
the month quite reliably by the first day of the
month following.

Details supporting both the mid-month and first
day profit estimate include most of those appear-
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XYZ LUMBER Co.
PROFIT ESTIMATE STATEMENT

EXHIBIT 7

July 1981
Month

NET SALES & TRANS-($000)

JuneI July
Actual Mid-Mth

July July
I

1st Day I Actual J

July
Plan_

Lumber 1597 1719

VARIABLE COSTS - ($000)
Raw Material - Logs 1114 1177

1 _______
Less Residuals ( 429) ( 468)

Net Log Cost 685 709
__________[

Mfg. - Labor j 445
J

457
1

Supplies & Expense 208
J

210

TOTAL Variable Cost 1338 1 1376

_________j_______

Shipping j

_
25 30

Purchased Lumber 21 15
Plus Beginning Inv. 1330 1388
Less Ending Inv. ( 1388) ( 1388)

Net Variable Cost 1326 1421

VARIABLE MARGIN
[

271 298 1 _______

FIXED COSTS - ($000)
Plant Salaries

_
35 35

________

Depreciation 42 40
Taxes, Ins, and Other 24 25
Admin. & Selling 32 30

TOTAL Fixed Costs 133 130

Operating Profit 138
1

168
Other Income (Expense)

_
5

1

PRETAX EARNINGS 143 168

ASSUMPTIONS:
Sales Vol - Lumber

I

8005 8510
- Chip(BDU) 3948 4301

1 _______
Sales/MBF - Lumber 200 202 1 _______

- Chip(BDU) 96 95
Log Usage 4260 4527
Log Cost/M

J
262 260

Overrun
J

90
1

88
Chips/Log Scale

_
.93 .95

Beginning Inv. Volume
J

7621 7834
Per MBF

_
L 175 178

Ending Inv. Volume 7834 J 7834
Per MBF 178 178

Operating Days 22 23 __________[
Operating Shifts 44 46

1 _______
Total Production 8105

j
8510

MBF/Manhour
_

.225
J

.229
MBF/Day 368

J
370

1

Hourly Employees
[

205
J

202
1 _______

Operating Hours
_

[
352

j
368

Manhours
[
36022

J
37170

Sawdust - BDU
_

[
2445

J_2517
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ing on the monthly income statement and related
statistics. One multi-use form resembles more a
worksheet than a polished report, since it was
designed principally as a device to compute earn-
ings from underlying statistical data. An example
of this form for a lumber operation appears as
Exhibit 7. For comparison, the form includes col-
umns for the previous month's actual data, plan for
the current month and, eventually, actual for the
current month. When the reporting cycle is fin-
ished, the form serves as a record of forecasting
accuracy.

DEVELOPMENT OF QUARTERLY PLAN
In the writer's experience, the quarterly plan is

developed using a bottom-up approach. Responsi-
bility for the basic mill plan lies with the field
manager. The field controller is charged with coor-
dinating and assembling all aspects of the plan.
Early in the planning cycle, the field manager sub-
mits his proposed operating strategies or assump-
tions to division management for tentative approval.
This step helps pin down such major variables as
operating days, shifts per day, production per shift,
overrun percentage and species mix.

The major plan components (see Exhibit 8) are
discussed below.

Production Volume
The forecasted level of production volume is

based on the operating assumptions approved early
in the planning cycle. In targeting production rates,

EXHIBIT 8 QUARTERLY PLAN
COMPONENTS

Production Inventory Sales
Volume Volume

1
volume

QUARTERLY

Cost PLAN r-i Price

Variable Fixed

MI g. Cost Cost

To Division
Consolidation

operating managers consider recent experience,
changes in log size, species or quality, and any
anticipated efficiency gains from equipment or
process modifications.

Sales Volume
For commodity lumber and plywood operations,

the total sales volume forecast generally is planned
production volume plus or minus any change in the
expected inventory level. In the case of specialty
products with possible sales constraints, produc-
tion volume may be derived from the sales forecast.

Projection of sales volume by category is a
critical part of planning since enrichment of the
product mix is an important key to profit improve-
ment. Computer models are commonly used to
forecast optimum or standard product yields by log
type.

Sales Price
Sales price surely is the most important single

variable in the quarterly plan. With the volatile
markets of recent years, the market forecaster
generally can bring more objectivity to explaining,
after the fact, why his forecast went awry than to
development of the forecast in the first place. In
predicting prices, the planner naturally takes ad-
vantage of all the tools available: forecasts of
housing starts by various public and private agen-
cies, in-house and outside econometric models,
and product pricing models that translate fore-
casts of a few key product items into the array of
product categories offered by each mill.

Using all the tools and information available,
the market forecaster still is confronted by con-
flicting, expert opinions and many unknowns. At
some point he must select from available predic-
tions and balance those with his knowledge of the
local market, historical product relationships and
"gut feel." Then he must commit to a price fore-
cast that is bound to be obsolete soon after being
issued.

Log Cost
Logs currently account for more than half the

total operating costs of an average sawmill. Con-
sequently, planners should give considerable at-
tention to forecasting this important element. Usual-
ly the log cost forecast for the quarter immediately
ahead proves to be quite reliable since many of the
logs to be used already are in inventory. Logs can
be charged to mills either at cost or at a market
transfer price. Mill log cost generally will be more
predictable with market transfer prices negotiated
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periodically (quarterly is common) with the log
supplying units of the company. When actual cost
is the basis for charging logs to the mill, there are
many opportunities to miss in a 12-month forecast.
If stumpage cost is subject to escalation on a price
index as with logs from public timber on the east
side of the Cascades, another variable enters. In
this case it is important that the forecasted prod-
uct prices and the stumpage escalator gear off the
same basic price index projection. Then an under
or over-statement of revenue will be largely offset
by a compensating under or over-statement of
costs.

Another issue, affecting both plan and actual
results, arises when true costs are the basis for mill
log charges. To what extent should short-term cost
fluctuations be averaged? Both logging and stump-
age costs can swing widely depending on where
and when logs are cut. A solution is the moving
average computed as follows

MMBM $M $/MBM

Beginning Log Inventory 25.5 8,288 325
Log Receipts 15.9 5,406 340

Total Logs Available 41.4 13,694 331

Log Usage (17.3) (5,726) (331)

Ending Log Inventory 24.1 7,968 331

An important factor in net log cost is overrun or
recovery. The overrun forecast should take into consid-
eration any changes in mix of species, log size and
quality characteristics. Additionally, the forecast should
incorporate any proven or probable yield gains to be
derived from equipment or process changes.

Variable Manufacturing Costs
This category includes the bulk of mill conver-

sion costs: operating labor, maintenance labor,
payroll fringes, operating supplies, maintenance
supplies, power, fuel, etc. Excluded are fixed or
period costs, which are considered below.

Forecasting the largest item, labor, should start
with a count of people by position for each depart-
ment. After the count is approved by the local
manager, the planner has only to apply contract or
estimated wage rates to planned man hours to
obtain labor costs for each department. Payroll
fringes commonly are loaded in as a percentage of
labor cost. The fringe rate should be reviewed
periodically to make sure it will recover 100% of
expected fringe costs by year-end.

The statistic "production per manhour" pro-
vides a good measure of improvement or deteriora-
tion in manpower efficiency between plans or time
periods.

12

Projecting manufacturing costs other than labor
involves looking at each major supply and expense
category individually and deciding what can be
done to offset impending increases. Applying a
blanket inflation percentage to the unit cost of all
supplies and expenses is hardly planning.

Mill Fixed Costs
These costs include such items as salaries of

operating supervisors, depreciation, property taxes,
insurance, administrative salaries and expenses,
and selling expense. Items involving salaries are
forecasted after review and approval of position
counts. The depreciation forecast considers plan-
ned capital expenditures, retirements and comple-
tion of depreciation on any fixed assets.

REVIEW AND PRESENTATION OF
QUARTERLY PLAN

Review and approval of the quarterly plan gen-
erally involves a series of meetings beginning with
a "dry run" presentation among field personnel
and progressing to a presentation of consolidated
results at the highest corporate level. The first
exposure of the total mill plan to other than mill
personnel is likely to be a division-level review. This
may consist of a detailed presentation by the field
manager and controller to the division manager
and staff. The price forecast, while generally not a
direct mill responsibility, is apt to be looked at
closely. Plan revisions may be ordered if the current
market outlook is significantly different than when
the market forecast was issued.

Field personnel have an opportunity to make
effective use of visuals (chartboards, overhead
transparencies, etc.) in presenting their plans.
Presenters should look for fresh ways to highlight
significant changes between plans while avoiding
dreary recitation of all elements whether changed
or not. Exhibits 9 and 10 are examples of graphic
ways of presenting data.

The next level of review and approval may fol-
low consolidation of the mill plans into a division
plan. Division overhead and certain non-mill opera-
tions will be incorporated at this point. The division
review is apt to be high level in nature since mill
plans already will have been seen. A latest look at
the market or second thoughts about other plan
elements may again engender plan changes. The
next impetus will be to complete the plan package
and visuals to be used by division management in
their presentation to the head office.



EXHIBIT 9 PRETAX EARNINGS

$ Millions

1979 1980 1981 1981

Plan I Plan II

EXHIBIT 10 PROFiT VARIANCE

$ Millions

-.5

-1.0

EVALUATION

Sales
Mix .2

Overrun .1
Log

Cost .2

Sales
Volume -.2

Labor
Cost -.2

Sales
Price -.3

Total
Variance -.2

The mill reporting and planning system de-
scribed here evolved from simpler beginnings be-
cause of growing complexities in the forest prod-
ucts industry and in the business climate generally.
To keep abreast of these changes, which include
greater market and cost volatility, managers right-
fully have demanded more sophisticated reporting
and planning tools as well as more frequent fore-
casting of results.

The following complaints can be made about
historical and forecasted operational reporting.

Too much detail for managers to absorb.
Difficulty in sorting out what is significant from the
mass of detail.
Repetitious reports.
Plans developed too long ago to reflect current
conditions or strategies.
Problems with accuracy and with tracking of data
from one report to another.
Actual reports received too late for effective man-
agement use.

The system described here successfully coun-
ters some but not all of those criticisms. A pyramid
approach to reporting is designed to display to
each level of management only those details which
lend themselves to control at that level. The excep-
tion principle is implicit in the emphasis on key
variables and variance analysis. With sufficient
credibility established in the integrity of the sys-
tem, managers will come to rely on a few key
variances for explanation of performance above or
below expectation.

The quarterly plan and mid-month forecasts
tend to remedy the problem of outdated plan data.
The problems of accuracy and timing of reports are
chronic ones. A major challenge to controllers and
accountants is to speed up the process. In the
future, controllers will have to cope routinely with
changes in plan elements, perhaps within hours of
review meetings. That is the kind of world we live in.
The key to this capability lies not in expanding staff
but in further automating the process. Here there is
no shortage of available techniques and systems.
Any hesitation in proceeding likely will stem from
the necessity of choosing wisely from among so
many alternatives.

In responding to the expressed reporting needs
or desires of managers, the controller or planner
must feel, at times, that he is digging his own grave.
Ills true that today's managers seem to have an
insatiable appetite for detail. However, this may be
largely appearance. What the manager may be
saying through his requests is that his information
needs have changed rather than increased. For
instance, a current interest in more detail on recov-
ery or product grade mix may indicate that some
other information is less pressing and may be
presented in less detail or less frequently. A steep
dim in petroleum-related costs may pose a tempo-
rary need for new reports and forecasts that may
diminish with a return to more normal cost esca-
lation.

One of the controller's jobs is to constantly
question the need to report and forecast in accus-
tomed detail. While managers may not volunteer to
give up information, they may well agree to less
when confronted with the savings potential.
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APPENDIX-KEY VARIABLES

Volume
Both production and sales volume are of prime

significance. The major difference between the
two, inventory fluctuation, can be critical to profit.
ability in today's volatile markets. Since volume is
used as an overall measure of activity, as a factor in
calculating a net recovery ratio and as a divisor in
computing unit values, maintaining its accuracy is
of the utmost importance.

Attempts to improve on the time-tested formula
for determining a reliable net production figure
have been largely unsuccessful. The conventional
method is based on the fact that the best measure
of volume on the mill site is apt to be what is
actually shipped to the customer. For obvious rea-
sons, the accuracy of shipments tends to be well
policed by both supplierand customer. With shipped
volume as the starting point, net production is
forced back as follows:

NET LUMBER PRODUCED
MMBF

Shipments .................................................................. 10.5
Plus: Internal Use ........................................................ 5
Less: Purchases........................................................ ( 1.0)
Plus: Ending Inventory .............................................. 3.0
Less: Beginning Inventory ........................................ ( 2.8)

= Net Lumber Produced ........................................... 10.2

As the name implies, net lumber produced is
net of all processing fall-down. The figure may be
supplemented by output volumes computed at var-
ious states (e.g., green chain, dry kilns, planer).
However, it remains the most useful indicator of
overall production activity, Its limitations become
apparent only when there are wide swings in in-
process inventory levels. The figure tends to be
overstated with an inventory gain, since credit is
taken for the increase on a gross basis before
waste. An in-process inventory reduction has the
opposite effect. In practice, however, inventory
swings of sufficient magnitude to seriously distort
the measure are infrequent.

For plywood the procedure is similar, if slightly
complicated by an intermediate product (veneer)
and multiple inventory points.
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NET VENEER PRODUCTION
MMSF

3/8 BASIS
Plywood Shipments.................................................. 12.0
Plus: Internally used Plywood...................................2
Less: Plywood Purchases......................................... (1.0)
Plus: Ending Panel Inventory.................................... 1.2
Less: Beginning Panel Inventory.............................. (1.5)
= Net Panel Production ............................................ 10.9

Plus: Dry Veneer Sales............................................... 5
Less: Dry Veneer Purchases ..................................... -
Plus: Ending Dry Veneer Inventory............................8
Less: Beginning Dry Veneer Inventory..................... (.6)
= Net Dry Veneer Produced ..................................... 11.6

Plus: Green Veneer Sales ........................................... 2
Less:GreenVeneerPurchases................................. ( .8)
Plus: Ending Green Veneer Inventory....................... 1.0
Less: Beginning Green Veneer Inventory................ (1.5)
= NetGreenVeneerProduced ................................. 10.5

The above computation for plywood provides
volume divisors for production costs at three stag-
es - green veneer, dry veneer and panels.

Log Cost
The steep escalation of log costs in recent

times necessitates closer management attention
to this component. Considerable expense is war-
ranted to make sure the accounting/reporting sys-
tem charges logs to operations accurately. Arbitrary
charges to mill usage are no longer adequate, if
they ever were. Such practices can conceal a prob-
lem until inventory time, long after corrective ac-
tion might have been taken.

Recovery
Improved recovery or overrun has been the tra-

ditional way of ameliorating the impact of higher
log costs. The log cost explosion of recent years
has made recovery one of the most critical of the
key variables. One method is to look at recovery net
of all processing waste. Traditional overrun, based
on Scribner log footage, is calculated as follows:

Net Lumber Produced- MBF ..................... 1,215
LogUsage-MBM(Scribner) ...................... 810

= ..................................................................... 150%
100%=NetOverrun .................................. 50%

With log usage on a cubic basis, net recovery is
simply:

Net Lumber Produced MBF ......................... 1,215
Log Usage-CCF ............................................. 1,620

= Net Recovery Ratio ......................................... 75



Some sawmill managers find it useful to sup-
plement net overrun or recovery ratios with those
based on gross lumber produced. Net overrun or
recovery, however, continues to be the overall indi-
cator of volume yield. Plywood recovery is comput-
ed similarly, frequently on both a net and gross
basis.

Net Gross
Veneer ProducedMSF3/8 Basis 2,150 2,580
Log UsageMBM (Scribner) 845 845
Recovery Ratio 2.54 3.05

Productivity
Production per operating day or shift is one

measure of sawmill productivity. Again, produc-
tion may be expressed on a net or gross basis. For
overall reference, the net figure predominates be-
cause it relates to salable product.

Another measure of production effectiveness
is production per manhour. This ratio brings in
manpower utilization as well as machine efficien-
cy. Normally it is calculated by dividing net lumber
or plywood produced by hourly paid manhours for
the same period. Some prefer to use the reciprocal
manhours per thousand feet of production. In a mill
complex with centralized services, such as main-
tenance shop, steam plant and clean-up crew, care
must be taken to assign manhours to individual
mills on a consistent basis with those reported by
free-standing mills. Otherwise, comparisons among
mills will be invalid.

Average Realization
Always of prime interest to the mill manager is

the average unit sales realization of his product.
Most are well versed in what one dollar improve-
ment in unit sales or one point in a price index
would mean to the bottom line. The alert manager
also will have firmly in mind just what unit sales
realization or price index levels would result in
profit break-even or would trigger shutdown.

Product Mix
While the mill or product manager may have

little control over individual product prices, he cer-
tainly can influence the product mix. In fact, quick

response to changes in product profitability is one
of the manager's least costly means of profit im-
provement. The reporting system should be geared
to help him exploit.those opportunities. Generally,
the reporting takes the form of historical sales
analysis by product line. This can be useful as a
check against how well one has responded to
perceived opportunities. However, the manager's
best tool will be reliable forecasts of price behavior
by product line.

APPENDIXVARIANCE ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY

The following method of profit variance analy-
sis requires a valid segregation of variable from
non-variable costs. For variable components, vari-
ances are based on changes in average unit values.
If differences in average unit costs or realizations
are not indicative of change in profit, then this
method probably will not prove to be useful. How-
ever, experience shows that with a fairly stable
volume level and product mix, commodity lumber
and plywood lend themselves quite well to this
treatment.

One should keep in mind that what is being
analyzed is the impact on profit of a change in a
single cost or revenue componentthat is, the
change in bottom line pre-tax earnings that would
result if only that one factor were different. The
arithmetical calculations are shown on the follow-
ing worksheet. These computations, of course, are
only the beginning of the analysis. The more sign if-
icant part is determining and explaining the rea-
sons behind the variance. For instance, the sample
calculation (Exhibit 11) based on figures from Ex-
hibit 1, shows a favorable gross log cost variance
of $43,000. Causes of the variance may be changes
in log species or grade mix, lower unit cost for the
same log mix, or perhaps a month-end log invento-
ry adjustment.

Variance analysis is not a short-cut but rather a
consistent, methodical way of getting at causes of
profit differences, actual to plan or plan to plan.
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XYZ LUMBER Co EXHIBIT 11

Variance Calculation Worksheet June 1981
Date

PLAN
I

Sales & Trans. Volume-MMBF Var.Marg. Variance
ACTUAL PLAN Difference Per MB? M$

I

Sales & Trans. Volume Variance 8.0 - 7.7 = .3 x 33 = 10

ACTUAL
Price/MB? Volume Variance

ACTUAL PLAN Difference MMBF MS
Sales & Trans. Price Variance
Product Category 1 251 260 ( 9) .1 ( 1)

2 318 325 ( 7) .4 ( 3)
3 275 270 5 .2 Ij
4 240 255 (15) .1 ( 2)
5 225 230 ( 5) 3.6 (18)
6 246 245 1 .6 1

7 172 180 ( 8) 1.3 (10)
8 125 125 - .2
9 84 95 (11) 1.0 (10)

10 149 160 (11) .5 ( 6)

TOTAL (48)

Price/MB? Volume Variance
I

ACTUAL PLAN Difference MMB? M$
Sales & Trans. Mix Variance

Sales & Trans. Price/Mix Variance 200 - 207 = ( 7) x 8.0 = (56)
Less: Sales & Trans. Price Variance 48
Sales & Trans. Mix Variance

( 8)

I
ACTUAL

I
Cost of Log Usage/MBM Log Use Variance

I
PLAN ACTUAL Difference Vol-MMBM MS

IGross Log Cost Variance 271 - 261 = 10 x 4.3 = 43

ACTUAL
I

Gross Log Cost/MBF Lumber Prod Prod.Vol Variance I
PLAN ACTUAL Difference MMBF M$

I

Recovery Variance 145 - 138 = 7 x 8.1 = 57
Less Gross Log Cost Variance 43

I

Net Recovery Variance 14
I

Prod Vol Variancej
ACTUAL PLAN Difference MMBF MS

Residual Credit Variance 53 59 = ( 6) x 8.1 = (49)

Prod Vol Variance
Variable Mfg. Cost Variance PLAN ACTUAL Difference MMBF MS
Labor 57 - 55 2 x 8.1 = 16
Supplies & Other 27 - 26 1 x 8.1 = 8
Shipping 3 3 - 8.0
Total Variable Mfg. Cost Variance 24

Purchased Lumber Variance
* Avg. Var. Cost/MB? After Purchased Lumber
Avg. Var. Cost/MB? Before Purchased Lumber

Var. Cost/MB? Volume Variance
PLAN ACTUAL Difference MMBF MS
171 - 166 = 5 x 8.2 = 41
170 - 166 = 4 x 8.1 = 32

After - Before = 9

Variance
PLAN ACTUAL M$

Fixed Cost Variance 130 133 = ( 3)

ACTUAL
I

Var. Cost/MB? Volume Variancel
Inventory Change Variance PLAN ACTUAL Difference MMBF M$
Avg. Var. Cost/MB? After Inventories 171 163 = 8 x 8.0 = 66

I

*Avg. Var. Cost/MB? Before Inventories 171 - 166 = 5 x 8.2 = 40
I

Total Inventory Change Variance After - Before 26

Amount MS Variance
I

ACTUAL PLAN M$
lOther Income & (Expense) Variance 5 ( 3) 8

* Same Figures
I

Reconciliation Total
I
ACTUAL PLAN Total

I
IVariancel

6
IEARNINGS EARNINGS Variance I I

M$
I 143 - 117 = 26

I I

26



Monographs published to date:

"The Rush to LIFO: Is it Always Good for Wood Products Firms?" Issued in
December 1974 and published in condensed form in the April 1975 issue of
Forest Industries. This monograph was revised and reissued in January
1976.

"Accounting and Financial Management in the Forest Products Industries:
A Guide to the Published Literature," issued in June 1975. (A supplement
to this monograph was issued in March 1977 and January 1981).

"A Decision Framework for Trading Lumber Futures," issued in October
1975.

"Capital Gains Tax Treatment in the Forest Products Industries," issued
June 1976.

"Measurement Difficulties in the Log Conversion Process," issued June
1977.

"Capital Budgeting Practices in the Forest Products Industry," issued
March 1978.

"A Reporting and Control System for Wood Products Futures Trading Ac-
tivities," issued July 1978.

"Selected Issues of Financial Accounting and Reporting for Timber," is-
sued November 1978.

"Pool Log Transfer System," issued August 1979.

"Fundamentals of Financing Major Timber Acquisitions" issued February
14, 1980.

"LIFO Inventories in the Forest Products Industry," issued July 1980.

"Accounting Treatment for Wood Products Futures Trading Activities,"
issued October 1980.

"Accounting Controls for a Forest Products Firm," issued January 1981.

"Log Inventroy Controls," issued April 1981.
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This series of monographs is pub'ished by the School of
Business, Oregon State University, to disseminate informa-
tion, research findings, and informed opinion about current
problems and opportunities in the management of, and
accounting for, enterprises in the forest and wood products
industries.

Additional information about these Studies may be
obtained from the program director, Dr. Robert E.Shirley,
at the School of Business, Oregon State University,
Corvallis, Oregon 97331.


